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The fact that a cubic hamiltonian graph must have at least three spanning cycles 
suggests the question of whether every hamiltonian graph in which each point has 
degree at least 3 must have at least three spanning cycles. We answer this in the 
negative by exhibiting graphs on n = 2m + 1, m > 5, points in which one point has 
degree 4, all others have degree 3, and only two spanning cycles exist. 
In 1946 the following result of Smith appeared in a paper by Tutte [ 81. 
THEOREM (C. A. B. Smith). Every line of a cubic graph lies in an even 
number of spanning cycles. Consequently a cubic hamiltonian graph has at 
least three spanning cycles. 
A proof of this theorem may also be found in [ 1, p. 1891. 
A natural question, suggested by Smith’s result, is whether every 
hamiltonian graph in which each point has degree at least 3 must have at 
least three spanning cycles. In studying this question we are led to consider 
hamiltonian graphs that are nearly cubic, i.e., all but one or two points have 
degree 3. 
Our notation and terminology will be that of Harary [5]. 
We will answer the question posed above in the negative by exhibiting 
hamiltonian graphs in which one point has degree 4, all others have degree 3, 
and the graphs have only two spanning cycles. Our first result shows there 
are no such graphs with only one spanning cycle, 
THEOREM 1. A hamiltonian graph G having one point, pl, of degree 2 or 
4 and all others of degree 3 has at least two spanning cycles. 
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Proof Let C=(p,,p 2,..., p,) be a spanning cycle of G and suppose p, 
has degree 2. Let H be the graph on four points ql, q2, q3, and q4 having all 
possible lines except q1 q4. The union of the graphs G - p1 and H together 
with the lines pnql and qq p2 is a cubic hamiltonian graph and so has at least 
three spanning cycles. Since H has only two spanning paths with endpoints 
q1 and qq, G - p1 has at least two spanning paths with endpoints pn and p2. 
Consequently, G has at least two spanning cycles. 
If G is a hamiltonian graph having one point, pl, of degree 4 and all 
others of degree 3, we may delete some line incident with p, and obtain a 
graph which, by the previous paragraph, has at least two spanning cycles. 
This completes the proof. 
Let us call a graph on n points having one point of degree 4, all others of 
degree 3, and having exactly two spanning cycles as S,-graph. Clearly n is 
odd and at least 5. The following lemma will be of use in showing that S,- 
graphs do not exist for n = 5,7, or 9. In this lemma and Theorem 3 we 
assume the S,-graph to be labelled p1 ,..., pn so that C = (pl ,..., p,) is a 
spanning cycle, p, has degree 4, and pi and Pj, i < j, are the two points of the 
graph, other than p2 and p,, , that are adjacent to pl. Each line of the graph 
not in C will be called a chord so that, in particular, p1 pi and p1 pj are 
chords. 
LEMMA 2. None of the lines p2 pi, pi pj, or pjp, is in an &,-graph G. 
Proof. (a) Suppose pi and Pj are adjacent (SO that j = i + 1). Since p, pj 
is a chord, the graph G’ obtained from G by deleting pi and adding the line 
pi- I pj is a cubic hamiltonian graph and so has three spanning cycles, C{ , 
i = 1,2,3. In each of these cycles Pj occurs in one of the paths pi- 1 pjp,, 
Pi-lPjPj+ly or pipjPj+ 1. Replacing the relevant path by pi- lpiprpr, 
Pi-lPiPjPj+lY or p1 Pi PjPj+ r, respectively, we obtain from C{ a spanning 
cycle Ci of G. Since C, , C2, and C, are distinct, we have a contradiction. 
09 Suppose pi and Pj are not adjacent but that p2 
i= 3. Let P2 Pm be the chord of G incident withp2. 
is adjacent tOpi* Then 
(i) If m # 4, let G’ be the graph obtained from G by deleting p3 and 
adding the line p2p4. G’ is a cubic hamiltonian graph and so has three 
spanning cycles Ci , i = 1,2,3, in each of which p2 occurs in one of the paths 
PlP2P4, PIP2Pm9 or p,,,p2~4. Replacing the relevant path by p1 ~2~3~4, 
p1 p3 p2 pm, or pmp2p3 p4, respectively, we obtain, as above, a contradiction. 
(ii) If m = 4 and j f 5, let G’ be the graph obtained from G by 
deleting p2, p3, and p4 and adding the line p1 ps . G’ is a cubic hamiltonian 
graph and so, by the first part of Smith’s theorem, has two distinct cycles 
containing the line p1p5. G, then, has two distinct spanning cycles 
containing the path p1 p2 p3 p4ps and another two spanning cycles containing 
the path p1 p3 p2p4p5. Again we have a contradiction. 
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(iii) If m = 4 and j = 5, let G’ be the graph obtained from G by 
deleting ps and adding the line p4p6. G’ is a cubic hamiltonian graph and so 
has three spanning cycles C;, i = 1,2,3, none of which contains the path 
pt p4 p3. Hence each of them contains the line p4ps and three distinct 
spanning cycles of G may be obtained by replacing the line p4pa in Ci by the 
path mm, i = 1,2,3. A contradiction again results. 
(c) Suppose pi and Pj are not adjacent but that Pj is adjacent to pn in G. 
Since this case is symmetrical to case b, we conclude the validity of the 
lemma. 
We now prove the principal result of this note. 
THEOREM 3. An &-graph exists if and only if n = 2m + 1 with m > 5. 
Prooj As noted before, we obviously must have n odd and at least 5. 
Lemma 2 implies m > 3. 
Now assume an S,-graph exists and label the points with 1 through 9 so 
that (1, 2,..., 9) is a cycle C and point 1 has degree 4. In view of Lemma 2 
there are essentially only two graphs, G1(G2) consisting of C, chords 14 and 
16( 17), and three more chords. Table I lists all possible ways in which the 
three chords may be added. For each such possibility we exhibit two cycles 
distinct from each other and distinct from C. We may conclude, then, that no 
S,-graphs exist. 
We may construct S,-graphs for n = 2m + 1, m > 5, as follows. Let H be 
TABLE I 
Chords Cycles 
25,38, 79 143256789,125438976 
27, 38,59 143278956,145672389 
27, 39,58 143276589,143985672 
G . 28,35,79 128976534,145328976 
’ * 28,37,59 128954376, 145982376 
28,39,57 128765439, I23987654 
29, 37,58 129856734,192345876 
29, 38,57 143298756, 129834576 
25,38,69 
25, 39,68 
26, 38,59 
G . 26,39,58 
’ * 28,35,69 
28,36,59 
29,35,68 
29, 36,58 
125438769,143256987 
143256789,145239867 
126783459,145983267 
126785439,123987654 
123456987, 145328967 
128763459,123678954 
129876534, 192345687 
143298567, 145876329 
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a cycle (ply p2 ,..., PS ) together with the lines p2pa and p&. It is easily seen 
that H has exactly two spanning paths with endpoints p1 and p5 and exactly 
two spanning paths with endpoints pJ and p,. Furthermore, there is no pair 
of disjoint paths, one with endpoints p1 and p3 and the other with endpoints 
ps and p,, whose union spans H. Similarly, there is no pair of disjoint paths, 
one with endpoints p1 and p, and the other with endpoints p3 and ps, whose 
union spans H. 
We now extend H to an S,-graph by the following procedure. To H add a 
point p9 together with the lines p9 p1 and p9 p5. Now add the paths 
P9PlOP12 “’ P21nP3 and P9PllP13 . . l p2,,,+ I p, together with the lines pi pi+, , 
i= 10, 12,..., 2m. The resulting graph has n = 2m + 1 points where m > 5; p9 
has degree 4 and all other points have degree 3. That is has exactly two 
spanning cycles may be seen as follows. 
Any spanning cycle must contain either two or all of the lines ptm p3, 
&PI, P2m+lP7, P9P5. If it contains just two, they cannot be the pair p9 p1 
and p9p5 since plo could not be included in a spanning cycle. On the other 
hand it is easily verified that p3 and p7 are the only points, other than p1 and 
p5, that are nonadjacent endpoints of a spanning path of H. Consequently 
there are exactly two spanning cycles that use exactly two of the given four 
lines9 namely, p3 pzm and p7h + 1. The reason for the existence of exactly 
two such spanning cycles lies in two facts. First, H contains exactly two 
spanning paths from p3 to p7. Second, the graph G - V(H) U {q, qp9, 
w2m, GYP 2m+A cl@ W), is uniquely 3-line-colorable (since it is obtained 
from a tetrahedron by repeatedly “blowing up” a point into a triangle), and 
therefore has exactly one spanning cycle through the lines w2,,, and w2,,,+ 1. 
If all four lines were contained in a spanning cycle, then p1 p9ps and 
P3 P2m “‘PlOPll *” P21n+lP7 must be paths in this cycle. This, however, 
would require the existence of a pair of disjoint paths, one with endpoints p1 
and p3 (or p7) and one with endpoints ps and p7 (or p3, respectively), whose 
union spans H. Since we have seen no such pair of paths exists (see above), 
we conclude that the graph constructed is, indeed, an S,-graph and the proof 
of the theorem is complete. 
The S,-graphs constructed in the proof of Theorem 3 all have triangles; 
however with a slight modification of that construction we can obtain S,- 
graphs without triangles. 
THEOREM 4. S,-graphs without triangles exist for n = 2m + 1, m > I. 
ProoJ For m > 8, m even, we construct the S,,- 1-graph described in the 
proof of Theorem 3, subdivide the lines p9plo and p2,,-2p3 with points q and 
r, respectively, and add the line qr. It is easily veritied that the resulting 
graph is an S2,,,+ i-graph without triangles. 
For m > 7, m odd, we proceed as for m even, except by subdividing p9 p, , 
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instead of p9p10. Again it is easily shown that the resulting graph is an 
S,, + i-graph without triangles. 
As we shall see later, infinitely many S,-graphs of girth 5 can also be 
constructed. 
In view of Theorem 1, any hamiltonian graph with a unique spanning 
cycle must have at least two points whose degree is not 3 or at least one 
point of degree greater than 4. We comment further on this after the proof of 
the following result. 
THEOREM 5. For each n= 2k, k > 11, there exists a graph on n points 
having two points of degree 4, all others of degree 3, and having a unique 
spanning cycle. 
Proof. The graph H, defined in the proof of Theorem 3, has exactly one 
spanning path with endpoints p3 and p, that uses line p2pa, so that the S,- 
graphs defined there have exactly one spanning cycle containing the line 
p2ps. If now we take two copies of such an &-graph labelled p1 ,..., p2,,,+ 1, 
n = 2m + 1, and ql,..., q2m+l so that the correspondence pi - qi is an 
isomorphism, delete the lines p2 pa and q2 qs, and add the lines p2q2 and 
ps q6, we obtain a graph with the desired properties. 
After submission of the original version of this note, several pertinent 
results were brought to the attention of the authors by J. A. Bondy and two 
anonymous referees. We point out the significance of these results in the 
remainder of this note. 
The most important of these results is a theorem of Thomason [7] with 
far-reaching consequences. One of the several corollaries obtained from his 
theorem states that if G is a multigraph with point set V and u and v are 
members of V such that each vertex in V - {u, v I# 0 has odd degree, then 
the number of hamiltonian paths in G from u to v is even. It follows from 
this corollary that a graph with exactly one hamiltonian cycle must have at 
least two points with even degree since if there is just one such point each 
edge incident with this point must lie in an even number of hamiltonian 
cycles. 
Theorem 1 is an obvious consequence of this result. Furthermore, in view 
of Thomason’s corollary, Theorem 5 is, in an obvious sense, a best result. 
The question of the girth of cubic graphs having exactly three hamiltonian 
cycles was raised by Bosak [2] who asked if such a graph must always 
contain a triangle. That this need not be so is shown by a generalized 
Petersen graph discovered by Fiorini [3,4], Nincak [6], and others. This 
graph consists of two cycles (p, ,..., p9) and (ql ,..., q9) together with the lines 
piq5(i+ i) (subscripts read modulo 9). It has girth 5 and is uniquely 3-line- 
colorable. 
To show that infinitely many such graphs exist we first describe the 
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process of “merging” two such graphs and then prove a result attributed to 
A. Kotzig. 
Given two cubic graphs Gi, i = 1,2, and an arbitrary point pi in V(Gi) we 
define a p, - p2 “merger” of G, and G, as follows. Let pi,j, j = 1,2,3, be the 
points of Gi adjacent to pi. Then the graph G = G, - pr U G, - p2U 
{ pljpzj Ij = 1,2,3} is a p1 - p2 merger of G, and G2. 
THEOREM 6 (A. Kotzig). The merger of two uniquely 3-line-colorable 
graphs is uniquely 3-line-colorable. 
Proof. Using the notation immediately preceding the statement of the 
theorem we first show that for any 3-line-coloring of G the lines pup2,, 
j = 1, 2, 3, use all three colors. This follows since if some color, say r, is not 
used then the lines of G r - p1 with color r form a l-factor. This is 
impossible since G, - p1 has an odd number of points. 
Consequently any 3-line-coloring of G determined 3-line-colorings of G, 
and G, and we conclude that G is uniquely 3-line-colorable. 
Since the girth of the merger of two cubic graphs is at least as large as the 
girth of each of the initial graphs, we immediately have the following conse- 
quence. 
COROLLARY 7. For each n = 16k + 2, k > 1, there exists a uniquely 3- 
line-colorable cubic graph of girth 5 on n points. 
From this result we deduce the following. 
THEOREM 8. S,-graphs of girth 5 exist for n = 16k + 9, k >/ 1. 
ProoJ Let G be a uniquely 3-line-colorable cubic graph on n = 16k + 2, 
k > 1, points. Let p be an arbitrary point of G and q, r, and s the points of G 
adjacent to p. Let H be the graph defined in the proof of Theorem 3. Then, 
by an argument analogous to that in Theorem 3, it follows that the graph 
F-pUHU {plr,p,r,p,q,p,s} is an S,-graph with n= 16k+9 points 
and having girth 5. 
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